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Abstract In the aerospace field, electromechanical actuators are increasingly being implemented in

place of conventional hydraulic actuators. For safety-critical embedded actuation applications like

flight controls, the use of electromechanical actuators introduces specific issues related to thermal

balance, reflected inertia, parasitic motion due to compliance and response to failure. Unfortu-

nately, the physical effects governing the actuator behaviour are multidisciplinary, coupled and

nonlinear. Although numerous multi-domain and system-level simulation packages are now

available on the market, these effects are rarely addressed as a whole because of a lack of scientific

approaches for model architecting, multi-purpose incremental modelling and judicious model

implementation. In this publication, virtual prototyping of electromechanical actuators is addressed

using the Bond-Graph formalism. New approaches are proposed to enable incremental modelling,

thermal balance analysis, response to free-run or jamming faults, impact of compliance on parasitic

motion, and influence of temperature. A special focus is placed on friction and compliance of the

mechanical transmission with fault injection and temperature dependence. Aileron actuation is used

to highlight the proposals for control design, energy consumption and thermal analysis, power

network pollution analysis and fault response.
� 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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25 1. Introduction

26 In recent years, increases in fuel costs, a focus on reduced car-
27 bon footprint and the emergence of new competitors have dri-
28 ven the aerospace industry to take steps towards creating
29 greener, safer and cheaper air transport.1 The concepts based
30 on extended use of electricity in ‘‘More Electric Aircraft”
31 (MEA) and ‘‘All Electric Aircraft” (AEA) have logically
32 defined the technological shift towards greening aviation oper-
33 ations.2,3 Currently, numerous research activities strive to
34 widen the use of electrical power networks for electrically sup-
35 plied power users (Power-by-Wire or PbW) as a replacement of
36 conventional hydraulic, pneumatic and mechanical power net-
37 works.4 At the same time, PbW actuators have become suffi-
38 ciently mature to be introduced in the latest commercial
39 programmes:

40 – Electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHAs) as backup actuators
41 for primary and secondary flight controls in the Airbus
42 A380/A400M/A350.
43 – Electromechanical actuators (EMAs) as frontline actuators
44 for several secondary flight controls and landing gear brak-
45 ing in the Boeing B787.
46

47 Although they remove central hydraulic power distribution,
48 EHAs still use hydraulics locally to maintain the major advan-
49 tages of conventional actuators with regard to secondary func-
50 tions (e.g. back-driving, overload protection, and damping)
51 and in response to failure (i.e. easy hydraulic declutch and
52 extremely low risk of jamming). EMAs, however, remove both
53 central and local hydraulic circuits by transmitting motor
54 power to the load through mechanical reducers (e.g. gearbox,
55 nut-screw). Nevertheless, EMAs are not yet sufficiently mature
56 to replace conventional hydraulic servo-actuators (HSA) in
57 normal mode for safety-critical functions such as flight con-
58 trols. Several technical challenges still need to be overcome:
59 weight and size constraints for integration, voltage spikes
60 and current transients affecting the pollution and stability of
61 electrical networks, heat rejection for actuator thermal bal-
62 ance, reduced reflected inertia for dynamic performance,
63 increased service life and fault tolerance or resistance (e.g.
64 for jamming or free-run) for safety.5,6

65 A model-based and simulation-driven approach can
66 unquestionably provide engineers with efficient means to
67 address all these critical issues as a whole. In particular, it facil-
68 itates and accelerates the assessment of innovative architec-
69 tures and concepts,7,8 and their technological embodiments.
70 Introducing all or more electrical actuation raises new
71 challenges:

72 (a) Heat rejection - the temperature of motor windings and
73 power electronics is a key element affecting service life
74 and reliability. Thus, thermal balance is an important
75 issue in PbW actuators. Unlike in HSAs, where the
76 energy losses is taken away by fluid returning to the
77 reservoir, the heat in PbW actuators has to be dissipated
78 locally into surroundings or a heat sink. Simulation of
79 lumped parameter models can provide a detailed view
80 of the temperature and heat flow fields.9,10 Unfortu-
81 nately, these methods are too time-consuming for mod-
82 elling and simulation at the system-level. In addition,

83they cannot be used in the early design phases because
84they are too detailed and require numerous parameters
85that are not yet known. The heat generated in EMAs
86comes from a multiplicity of sources: electronic (switch-
87ing and conduction losses), electrical (copper losses),
88magnetic (iron losses) and mechanical (friction losses).
89Accurately quantifying this heat during a reference flight
90cycle helps determine the operating temperature of the
91actuator components.
92(b) Response to failure - safety-critical functions like pri-
93mary flight controls must have extremely low failure
94rates (e.g. 10�9 per flight hour). This is achieved through
95installation of multiple channels for redundancy. How-
96ever, each channel must have fail-safes to enable the
97remaining channels to operate correctly. This require-
98ment introduces another challenge in EMAs, where jam-
99ming and free-run faults of mechanical components are
100considered. In HSAs, a fail-safe response to failure (free,
101damped or frozen) is easily obtained at low mass and
102low cost by resorting to bypass valves, restrictors, pilot
103operated check valves or isolation valves. Unfortu-
104nately, it is no longer possible to transpose the needs
105in the hydraulic domain to EMAs where clutches,
106brakes, dampers and torque limiters may be required.
107Virtual prototyping at the system-level therefore
108becomes a focus, not only to support conceptual design
109but also to verify control and reconfiguration strategies.
110(c) Electrical pollution: the power control of electrical
111machines (e.g. actuator motor) is based on high fre-
112quency on/off switching (e.g. 8–16 kHz) of power
113semi-conductors through pulse width modulation
114(PWM). Although power is controlled with very low
115energy losses, it generates high transients in the electrical
116supply bus and can affect the stability of the electrical
117network. Moreover, regenerative currents need to be
118managed properly under aiding-load conditions. This
119is another reason why model-based systems engineering
120(MBSE) of PbW actuators calls for more realistic
121models.
122

123All these considerations support developing high fidelity
124models with a transverse view of the physical domains
125involved in EMAs. These models have to be properly struc-
126tured in order to support the MBSE development process
127and the associated engineering needs: they must be energy bal-
128anced, replaceable and incremental. This paper reports
129research that has contributed to this goal. It makes wide use
130of the Bond-Graph methodology for graphical and qualitative
131modelling. Bond-Graph modelling11,12 explicitly displays mul-
132tidisciplinary energy transfers, and the structure and calcula-
133tion scheme for simulations. Incidentally, it facilitates the
134design of a model structure that enables incremental or even
135decremental modelling. In the following sections, the models
136are developed at a system-level to support various major engi-
137neering tasks such as control design, component sizing, ther-
138mal management, power budget and network stability for
139flight control EMAs. Their main contribution concerns model
140decomposition versus EMA architecture from a multidisci-
141plinary point of view and with special consideration of power
142flows and response to failure.
143Section 2 describes the EMA under study, focusing on
144power and signal architecture, coupled physical effects and
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